
Supply List for Zip Around Case 

Original Project/Concept by Jane Grove 
 
 

 

 
 

 

 

We will expand your sewing and embroidery machine skills in this class as we will be 
creating a small zip around case programming sewing stitches in the Embroidery 
mode to create the applique and crystal stitches for embellishment.  This project is an 
excellent “blank” to have in your sewing arsenal for a quick gift as it lends itself to 
many different types of embellishment including embroidery.  This project concept is 
from Jane Grove, an Australian free-lance educator, who has generously shared the 
directions with me.   

Supplies:  

Designer EPIC Sewing and Embroidery Machine, Embroidery Arm, Foot Control 

Pedal, Power Cord, Sensor Q Foot, Zipper Foot (E or optional narrow zipper foot), 

A Foot, Stitch-in-Ditch Foot, both stitch needle plates  

 



240 x 150 Hoop (the 240 x 150 metal hoop with magnets is perfect for this project) 

12” square of outer fabric 

12” square of fabric for lining 

12” square of Pellon Fusible Fleece 

5” square fabric for applique – Batik fabric works well for raw edge applique 

5” square of Heat and Bond Lite (Available for purchase at Patty’s) 

Inspira Tear Away Stabilizer (Available for purchase at Patty’s) 

Embroidery Threads of your choice.  (I used a metallic thread and 30 wt. variegated 

thread to contrast with my outer fabric; however, you could choose to use 40 wt. 

embroidery thread in various colors to coordinate with outer fabric) 

Embroidery bobbin thread 

Sewing thread to match outer fabric 

One bobbin wound with the above sewing thread  

12“ nylon zipper  

Tassel or zipper pull (optional)  

4 mm hot fix crystals with wand to apply hot fix crystals 

Inspira Needles:  Topstitch 80  

Applique Scissors 

Rotary Cutter with sharp blade and 12” Ruler 

Clover Wonder Clips 

Pliers 

General Sewing Supplies and Tools (such as Erasable Fabric Marking Pen, Pins, 

Snips, Scissors, Seam Ripper, Rotary Cutter with sharp blade; Ruler at least 12” long, 

etc.) 

 


